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This Month in Review: This Month in Review: Block more threats, speed incident response, and improve internet performance with Cisco
Umbrella. What is EDR and how can it protect me against ransomware and more.
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"Success is not final; failure is not fatal: It is the courage

to continue that counts." -Winston S. Churchill
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Outcomes StudyOutcomes Study

As we know, security is
ever evolving to the

point that success can sometimes feel elusive.
Ransomware is at an all-time high and everything
from private data and gas pipeline operations are
shutting down. We’ve compiled a report of the top
security trends and solutions in the industry in this
39-page report for you to learn more

Learn More!Learn More!

ENHANCE YOUR SECURITYENHANCE YOUR SECURITY -  - Block threats. Speed up incident response. ImproveBlock threats. Speed up incident response. Improve
internet performance.internet performance.

Colonial Pipeline. Kaseya. JBS. What do they all have in common?Colonial Pipeline. Kaseya. JBS. What do they all have in common?
 
Very recently they were hacked because of their lack of an effective cybersecurity solution and data was held at
ransom for a collective amount of nearly $100 million. Simply put, the breaches could have been prevented with a
simple security solution stack. 
 
Cisco Umbrella is a single tool where these companies could seamlessly bolster security for all devices connecting
to your network and ensure its security standards are followed everywhere its employees work.
 
Learn more about how you can secure your whole company’s network in 10 minutes and reduce ransomware by
100% with a Cisco Umbrella trial at no cost to you. 

Get a FREE Trial Today! or Call to get a quote 508.324.9475
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EDR - Managed Endpoint Detection and Response EDR - Managed Endpoint Detection and Response 

Security used to be so simple. You installed anti-
virus (AV) solutions, trained employees not to click
on unknown links, and kept software and websites
up to date.

AV solutions have done a great job of keeping
small and medium-sized businesses (SMBs) safe
for many years. However, the threat patterns are
changing, and SMBs need a different type of
protection to combat these increasingly
sophisticated, severe attacks. Here’s why: AV
solutions rely on signatures to detect threats, but
the latest threats don’t use signatures and can slip
through and enter your company’s networks
undetected.

Don't put it off! Learn More!Don't put it off! Learn More!

2021 Cybersecurity Trends: 2021 Cybersecurity Trends: TOP 10 CYBERSECURITY RISKS FORTOP 10 CYBERSECURITY RISKS FOR

BUSINESSESBUSINESSES

Many businesses have a general fallacy that they are safe through obscurity and that their business is notMany businesses have a general fallacy that they are safe through obscurity and that their business is not

a significant target, but unfortunately, this is not true.a significant target, but unfortunately, this is not true.

Many businesses have a general fallacy that they are

safe through obscurity and that their business is not a

significant target, but unfortunately, this is not true. Many

cybersecurity risks have companies on high alert today. 

More complicated cyber-attacks have been aimed at

data and assets of businesses, organizations, and

financial institutions. Attackers today are increasingly

automating their codes, making it easy for them to target

multiple businesses at once. 

Read MoreRead More
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